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Machine learning has taken residence at our cities’ cores and now we can 
finally have “smart cities.” Cities are a collection of buildings made to 
provide the structure and safety necessary for people to function, create 
and survive. Buildings are a pool of ever-changing performance data 
from large automated systems such as heating and cooling to the people 
that live and work within them. Through machine learning, buildings can 
optimize performance, reduce costs, and improve occupant comfort by 
sharing information within the building and with outside city 
infrastructure via real time shared cloud capabilities.

Course Description



Learning Objectives

1. Understand all the sources of data within a building.

2. Know how machine learning can take data points into increased building 
performance and efficiency, including predictive maintenance.

3. Understand the importance of personal preference on inhabitants' 
productivity, comfort and mood.

4. Recognize the value of buildings as the core of smart cities

At the end of the this course, participants will be able to:
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SMART DEVICES

Smart thermostats

Smart lighting

Smart cameras

By now, we are used to many IoT devices...



SMART DEVICES
But, apparently, everything needs to be smart today ...

Smart BBQ Smart shower



Smart BBQ Smart shower

Smart fork

But, apparently, everything needs to be smart today ...

SMART DEVICES



Is this just yet another buzzword?

SMART CITY

The term has been overused, but
the objectives are real and tangible ...

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The objectives are real and tangible: That is to make (smart) cities more:secure   (public safety - crime reduction / accident risk red.)healthier / cleaner   (reduce pollutions / promoting healthier life-styleefficient (time / energy savings)  (improving infrastructure / reducing traffic - shorter commute/travel time;  reducing energy consumption)comfortable / entertaining  (better designs / ergonomic designs)



SMART CITIES

◦ Cities equipped with technology and 
processes used to create an environment 
that is: 
◦ safe, 
◦ healthy,  
◦ comfortable,
◦ enables productivity 
◦ and well-being for its citizens.

◦ The technology and processes are also 
used to: 
◦ optimize city operations,
◦ reduce costs / waste and improve 

sustainability

Value Proposition



(Personal) vision of a smart building of the 'near-term' future:

• Personalized environment:  
• thermal comfort
• noise level control
• individual lighting preferences

• Healthier environment:  
• air quality control,  sickness identification / containment

• Convenience & time-efficiency:   
• availability of local amenities (restaurants, gym), 
• available ground transportation/timing,  traffic monitoring,  etc.

Would anyone care to live in such a building or work in such an office?

SMART BUILDINGS

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Checking if this is relevant for you.* 4 questions:(1) How many of you work from an office? (Anyone working from home?)(2) Have you ever been in a situation where the room seemed too warm for you, but a person next you complaints about freezing?(3) Have you seen people competing for desks next to windows?(4) Have you ever been unable to focus on work because people talking next to you?If you answer 'yes' to any of these questions - good news - the smart buildings are about to solve it for you!And this is what our company - Site 1001 - is also focused on.Here is the vision of a smart building of the 'near-term' future:personalized environment:  lighting, temp., air quality control, noise level control, sickness identificationconvenience: ground transportation (waiting time), availability of local amenities (restaurants, gym), etc.(illustrate is with nice images)Last question: would anyone care to work in such an office?
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ABOUT SITE 1001

DATA ANALYTICS

INSIGHTS ACTIONS

PLATFORM OBJECTIVES:
◦ Create building environments that are: 

◦ safe, 
◦ healthy,  
◦ comfortable,
◦ enable productivity and
◦ well-being for its occupants.

◦ Use analytics & AI to: 
◦ optimize building operations,
◦ reduce costs and improve the ROI.



SMART BUILDINGS
Using technology to provide the following:

modified from: Smart Buildings Lower Cost, link

Presenter
Presentation Notes
A smart building’s integration works in a similar way:1. The building systems, such as HVAC, lighting or sensor systems, collect data.2. This data is relayed back to the building automation system (BAS) or buildingmanagement system (BMS), which often serves as the central control center.3. The BAS and analytical software identify trends in the data.4. Facilities professionals use these trends to determine what action to take.

https://www.softwareadvice.com/resources/smart-buildings-lower-costs/


SMART HOMES
Multiple, disparate systems

modified from: Smart Buildings Lower Cost, link

Presenter
Presentation Notes
A smart building’s integration works in a similar way:1. The building systems, such as HVAC, lighting or sensor systems, collect data.2. This data is relayed back to the building automation system (BAS) or buildingmanagement system (BMS), which often serves as the central control center.3. The BAS and analytical software identify trends in the data.4. Facilities professionals use these trends to determine what action to take.

https://www.softwareadvice.com/resources/smart-buildings-lower-costs/


COMMERCIAL SMART BUILDINGS
Integration through Building Automation System (BAS)

modified from: Smart Buildings Lower Cost, link

Presenter
Presentation Notes
A smart building’s integration works in a similar way:1. The building systems, such as HVAC, lighting or sensor systems, collect data.2. This data is relayed back to the building automation system (BAS) or buildingmanagement system (BMS), which often serves as the central control center.3. The BAS and analytical software identify trends in the data.4. Facilities professionals use these trends to determine what action to take.

https://www.softwareadvice.com/resources/smart-buildings-lower-costs/


WHAT IS BAS?
Computerized control system 

(5) human interface

(4) coordinated control

(3) cross-system comm.

(2) local controllers

(1) data collection / monit.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
A smart building’s integration works in a similar way:1. The building systems, such as HVAC, lighting or sensor systems, collect data.2. This data is relayed back to the building automation system (BAS) or buildingmanagement system (BMS), which often serves as the central control center.3. The BAS and analytical software identify trends in the data.4. Facilities professionals use these trends to determine what action to take.



SYSTEM COORDINATION

https://www.buildingtechnologies.siemens.com/bt/global/en/building-solutions/total-building-solutions/scenarios/evacuation/Pages/evacuation.aspx

Sample scenario: fire emergency
Disciplines that work together in case of fire

Presenter
Presentation Notes
HighlightsSmooth evacuation, because evacuees are shown what to doEfficient procedures make people feel safe and avoid panicFaster and more efficient deployment of the fire department



SYSTEM COORDINATION
Other scenarios

• An employee entering the building outside of working hours
• Water leak or structural risks detected
• Other emergencies (active shooter, tornado, ...)

https://www.buildingtechnologies.siemens.com/bt/global/en/building-solutions/total-building-solutions/scenarios/access-outside-working-hours/pages/access.aspx



SYSTEM COORDINATION
Illustration

source:   Smart Office by LiderTech,  www.lidertech.eu, https://www.youtube.com/watch_popup?v=mrg9jEPqPAw

Presenter
Presentation Notes
HighlightsSmooth evacuation, because evacuees are shown what to doEfficient procedures make people feel safe and avoid panicFaster and more efficient deployment of the fire department

https://www.youtube.com/watch_popup?v=mrg9jEPqPAw
https://www.youtube.com/watch_popup?v=mrg9jEPqPAw


SYSTEM COORDINATION
Illustration

source:   Smart Office by LiderTech,  www.lidertech.eu, https://www.youtube.com/watch_popup?v=mrg9jEPqPAw

Presenter
Presentation Notes
HighlightsSmooth evacuation, because evacuees are shown what to doEfficient procedures make people feel safe and avoid panicFaster and more efficient deployment of the fire department



SO, WHERE IS

MACHINE LEARNING?

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Source:  https://www.slideshare.net/dlavenda/ai-and-productivity,  https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Arthur_Samuel



WHAT IS MACHINE LEARNING?

"Machine Learning is a field of study that gives 
computers the ability to learn without being 
explicitly programmed"
[for a given task]

- Prof. Arthur Samuel (1959)

Prof. Samuel and his famous checkers program (IBM)

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Source:  https://www.slideshare.net/dlavenda/ai-and-productivity,  https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Arthur_Samuel



MACHINE LEARNING

source: aiinsmartcitiespracticallyaimeetup1mar2018pdf-180302203429.pdf

Selected application scenarios



SPACE
Occupancy  /  Space utilization

Recent studies show that:
• Mobility is becoming more important 
• More need for technology (online conf.)
• The way we use space is changing

Source: https://www.hermanmiller.com/content/dam/hermanmiller/documents/research_topics/SpaceUtl.pdf

Presenter
Presentation Notes
People like to work in “social” spaces Smaller meeting spaces are used more than larger spaces Rooms with technology are used much more than those without



SPACE UTILIZATION
WeWork shared workspace example

Presenter
Presentation Notes
WeWork - shared workspaces for technology startup subculture communities, and services for entrepreneurs, freelancers, startups, small businesses and large enterprises. 



SPACE UTILIZATION
Using ML to evaluate designs for the optimal use of space

Based on the talk by Daniel Davis, PhD, Director of Product Research at WeWork,

Accelerate Live Conference, Chicago, 2017

source: https://www.bdcnetwork.com/accelerate-live-talk-applying-machine-learning-building-design-daniel-davis-wework
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
(AEC - The architecture, engineering and construction)Description:The project used an Artificial Neural Network (ANN). We fed the neural network information about the layouts of our locations (fig. 2), including the number of offices, the size of the offices, the number of meeting rooms, and the facilities in the meeting rooms.Every time the network was fed a layout, it was also shown how frequently the rooms were used in recent months. Over time, as the network saw the layouts repeatedly, it began to learn the relationship between the layout and the usage. Eventually it understood this relationship well enough that it could fairly accurately predict how a layout would be used by our members before we began construction.We put this approach to the test by providing the network with layouts that it had never seen before —ones that we kept hidden during the training. The outcome was surprisingly accurate! Based on our studies, we estimate that the neural network is 40% more accurate than human designers in predicting how frequently a meeting room will be used by the building’s occupants.



SPACE UTILIZATION

https://www.pointgrab.com/

Real-time occupancy data collection & analysis

CogniPoint (by Pointgrab):
• Optical sensor with edge analytics
• Embedded deep learning technology
• Detects occupants’: loc., count, movements. 

Benefits: 
• improving energy efficiency, 
• optimizing use of space 
• improving safety and security.



SPACE UTILIZATION

https://youtu.be/wzXTzJd0P0A

Real-time occupancy data collection & analysis

https://www.youtube.com/watch_popup?v=wzXTzJd0P0A
https://www.youtube.com/watch_popup?v=wzXTzJd0P0A


SPACE UTILIZATION
Real-time occupancy data collection & analysis



https://medium.com/neuromation-io-blog/neuronuggets-segmentation-with-mask-r-cnn-c76d363b67fb

SPACE UTILIZATION

No details provided, but:
• Likely using a convolutional neural network (CNN)
• With human- & movement detection

& posture identification 



SPACE UTILIZATION

Safety:  fall detection

Real-time occupancy data collection & analysis



SPACE / FLOOR PLANS

How / where from do we get all these interactive floor plans?

Reality check



BUILDING INFORMATION MODELING
Reality check

New buildings The majority of existing buildings



As-built document examples:
https://www.azdot.gov/docs/business/as-built-examples.pdf?sfvrsn=0

BUILDING INFORMATION MODELING

• Image processing
• OCR - text extraction)



https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=97fjwcuRDys

3D SCANNING & RECONSTRUCTION



http://www-video.eecs.berkeley.edu/research/indoor/

3D SCANNING & RECONSTRUCTION



http://kos.informatik.uni-osnabrueck.de/icar2013/  - 3d reconstruction from point clouds - tutorial

3D SCANNING & RECONSTRUCTION



https://www.researchgate.net/publication/325737190_Towards_The_Generation_of_Digital_Twins_for_Facility_Management_Based_on_3D_Point_Clouds/figures

Machine learning used for:
• 3D reconstruction process of the scanned images
• To automatically recognize and identify different types of rooms 
• (useful info for facility inspection, mortgage appraisal, insurance risk evaluation, etc.)

3D SCANNING & RECONSTRUCTION

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Figure 5: (a) Shows the original point cloud, while (b) shows the segmented point cloud that includes different coloured planes to denote different point cluster orientations in comparison to other cluster regions in the point cloud data set. (c) Shows the initial results of segmentation and reconstruction of an office hallway from a 3D point cloud at LOD-300.  A Digital Twin (DT) is a digital duplicate of the physical environment, states and processes. While a BIM model contains as-is and historical data, a DT can be used to assess the current state, and to potentially forecast the future state, of a digital duplicate of the built environment (Posada et al. 2015, Grieves 2014). The data used for a DT therefore needs to representative of both the static physical attributes, as well as the dynamic processes and states of the built environment.



3D SCANNING & RECONSTRUCTION
Floor-plan reconstruction from 3D models



Data Integration and Analytics



OCCUPANT COMFORT & PRODUCTIVITY

TEMPERATURE & HUMIDITY

INDOOR AIR QUALITY

WATER LEAK DETECTION

WATERBORNE PATHOGENS

SENSORS

Presenter
Presentation Notes
AND HERE IS WHAT WE DO AT SITE1001eCO2 - equivalent carbon dioxide (CO2e and CO2eq) - is a measure describing how much global warming a given type and amount of greenhouse gas may cause, using the functionally equivalent amount or concentration of carbon dioxide (CO2) as the reference; (a similar, but distinct measure is: Carbon dioxide equivalent (CDE))(VOC) Volatile Organic Compounds -  most scents or odors are of VOCs; The majority of VOCs are produced by plants, the main compound being isoprene. The remainder are produced by animals, microbes, and fungi, such as molds. PARTICLES - http://www.environment.gov.au/resource/particles 'particulate matter' or 'PM'. They include dust, dirt, soot, smoke, and liquid droplets. Some particles are large enough or dark enough to be seen as soot or smoke, while others are so small they can only be detected individually with a microscope.Particles can be classified on the basis of their size, referred to as their 'aerodynamic diameter'. 'Coarse particles' are those between 10 and 2.5 micrometres (µm) in diameter; 'fine particles' are smaller than 2.5 µm; and 'ultrafine particles' are smaller than 0.1 µm. For comparison, the diameter of a human hair is 70 µm and this is seven times the diameter of the largest 'coarse particles'.



HEAT INDEX (PERCEIVED COMFORT LEVEL)

OCCUPANT COMFORT & PRODUCTIVITY


Redflint sensory state

Site1001

Redflint building





OPTIMAL

SUB-OPTIMAL

HEAT INDEX (PERCEIVED COMFORT LEVEL)

OCCUPANT COMFORT & PRODUCTIVITY



INDOOR ENVIRONMENT QUALITY

MATERIAL CORROSION/DECAY RISK


Redflint sensory state

Site1001

Redflint building





OPTIMAL

SUB-OPTIMAL

INDOOR ENVIRONMENT QUALITY

MATERIAL CORROSION/DECAY RISK



1. 

Occupant Experience



1. 

Occupant Experience



VIRTUAL ASSISTANTS
Personal vs. for business

Potential benefits for businesses:

• Boosting productivity

• Automating meetings

• Improved communication

• Accessibility

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Alexa for business: You can use Alexa to book a room by saying “Alexa, is this room free?”, and “Alexa, book this room”. You can instantly start your meetings by saying “Alexa, join my meeting”Access corporate applications and services.Google (Duplex): Assistant can place calls on your behalfEva - by Voicera: takes notes from meetings; identifies action items & provides you with a TO DO list based on it



The important of a virtual assistant for smart buildings

•Facilitating communication with building management teams
•Building / indoor environment monitoring / alert generation
•Predictions & user sentiment analysis
•Reporting issues / work orders
•And more ...

Presenter
Presentation Notes
 Explain the typical workflow here (FM, technician) how tedious work it is and the benefits of voice interface



Use case 1:
• Work Order Management systems used in 

every commercial building

• Work order ("workorder") is a task or a job 
that can be scheduled or assigned to 
someone (technician, contractor, cleaning 
crew, ...)

• Challenge: creating work orders and 
reporting the work done is typically tedious 
(multiple fields to fill in); 

• Problems get unreported / inefficiencies / 
loses / risk

A VIRTUAL ASSISTANT FOR SMART BUILDINGS

Presenter
Presentation Notes
 Explain the typical workflow here (FM, technician) how tedious work it is and the benefits of voice interface



Use case 1:     Easily communicate with facility staff / report issues

Facility manager

Technician

Tenants

A VIRTUAL ASSISTANT FOR SMART BUILDINGS

Presenter
Presentation Notes
 Explain the typical workflow here (FM, technician) how tedious work it is and the benefits of voice interface



• What if you could provide 
just the core information and 
the system would fill in other 
fields for you?

• Ideally the system would 
understand natural speech

• What if the system could 
also learn to make 
predictions and thus to 
make the form more 
complete and accurate?

A VIRTUAL ASSISTANT FOR SMART BUILDINGS






A VIRTUAL ASSISTANT FOR SMART BUILDINGS
Predictive engine



Text-messaging-based communication

• Listing all work orders 

assigned to a person.

• A quick way to create a new 

work order.

A VIRTUAL ASSISTANT FOR SMART BUILDINGS
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A VIRTUAL ASSISTANT FOR SMART BUILDINGS






SUMMARY

1. We've seen here some interesting applications of ML in smart buildings

2. There is definitely more to cover (predictive analytics, robots in buildings, etc.)

3. All of this is still the advent of the broader use of ML in this space

4. Multiple exciting opportunities (and challenges) ahead of us!  :)



THANK YOU.

Filip Ponulak, PhD
Filip.Ponulak@site1001.com

www.site1001.com

This concludes The American Institute of Architects 
Continuing Education Systems Course



ADDENDUM



ROBOTS IN SMART BUILDINGS

Relay - delivery robot by SaviokeEMMA by BrainCorporation

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=vVtedeNztLk https://vimeo.com/210686178

https://vimeo.com/210686178
https://vimeo.com/210686178
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=vVtedeNztLk
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=vVtedeNztLk
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=vVtedeNztLk
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=vVtedeNztLk
https://vimeo.com/210686178
https://vimeo.com/210686178
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